Initially starting off it’s life as an O9A nexion of sorts focused more on the Sinister side and original
Hebdomian Way, the First Gnostic Church evolved into a separate entity which is a heavily modified
version of the Order of Nine Angles. The underlying engine which runs it is the same as the O9A,
Reichsfolk and the Numinous Way -- all in the hidden, secretive and thus very esoteric unseen way.
The Church’s leadership are all associates of the O9A following the Sevenfold Way and with one
reputed Internal Adept. As well as soaking up the now sojourning drifters from the Tempel ov Blood,
Atomwaffen and similar groups.
Although outcast by the far-right itself, seen as an intelligence operation by some to honeypot
extremists or due to it’s controversial ties and influences from the O9A. It is basically standing out very
much so and prominently as a group which is a minority of a minority and universally despised by the
far left, far right, O9A itself and of course by the stagnating masses of the herd.
Primarily the Church is Advaita Vedanta and Taoist. It uses Paganism and Gods of mythology as a way
to explain an abstract belief that an eternally existing force from a focused point expanded to form the
Cosmos and thus the two separate Universes of the causal and acausal. Whilst known by many names
the seven planetary spheres are seen as Godforms which do indeed exist but also are non-real and
fables. It is believed via invoking them and emulating them that your life-force is drained then fed into
these Godforms so they become animated and due to the process one has their false causal abstractions
engineered unconsciously and consciously by the current governments and deep state of the USA, EU
and Canada -- called collectively the System. Who for centuries worked to distort the West towards the
ideal of a materialistic culture-less polluted world where people are enslaved by technology, degenerate
entertainment such as pornography, own less property and are headed towards an existence in an
apartment bloc. Said bloc would have pods packed in rows and next to zero privacy. Whilst being fed a
choice of laboratory bred meat, insects, processed or other fat/sugary garbage that is barely food. And
work long hours at mindless jobs never getting ahead unless somehow related to the employers in
charge or if non-white due to affirmative action programs. And lastly at least for males to be alone
without any female affectation and barely any friends with most time spent online or gaming.
Modern man does not believe in anything spiritual and yet nor does he believe in anything
transcendental to humanity itself such as transhumanism in even it’s most plutocratic techno-horror
sense. And studies show fewer people can imagine or dream things now. Less are disciplined, tough,
strong, emotionally stable, and so forth with depression and anxiety rates universally high and almost
every person (at least under 30) has said issues in various degrees and are thus medicated by again
medications which dull the mind. Schziophrenia is not taught to be controlled and used as the Shamans
and Oracles used it and misunderstood to be a gift which needs to as much possible be guided and
controlled towards that which is the eternal dharma and the unseen forces behind both order and chaos
in the Cosmos.
Christianity as a religion was either invented by or sprouted out of Judaism with Neo-Platonism added
in from an Hellenic influence. Whilst Christ himself lived rather spotlessly and for that is admirable for
following his own teachings to the death willingly. It was never meant to be a literal and inflexible
religious system but was used as such to reverse the Pagan Ethos of the young and burgeoning Western
Aeon to that which is more Babylonian or Semitic, more specifically Judaic along with it’s slave
morality and the Christian Churches historically being decadent enterprises of state control by

hedonistic hypocrites who wished to somehow make reality conform to their own beliefs even when for
example confronted with overwhelming proof that the Earth is not flat. Today in secular forms we see
this with modern heresies you are legally forced to believe such as the Holocaust -- which even if
occurred was less than Communist death toll and all sides had concentration camps of forced labor and
death. Christianity thus evolved into two religions: Holocaustianity and Cultural Marxism -- both of
which abandoned the perhaps Hellenic-Judaic form of Gnosticism it was and should have been. And
even the Jewish converts to Christianity in letters described the essence of the Jewish priestly caste the
pharisees.
Thus, this all leads into why the First Gnostic Church exists. For one to replace Christianity with a nonJudaic form of Gnosticism at face value with elements of Eastern religions, David Myatt’s works, and
Nietzscheanism and Jungian psychology. And to also reveal Jesus Christ’s nature as more of a
philosopher or wiseman and also in some sense someone advanced beyond adeptship possibly even
studied in East Asia or India. And to also show Christianity’s ancient origins and what it should have
became prior to the Roman Empire imposing it as a state religion. Which juxtaposed with modern
fundamentalist protestant (often Zionist) right wing or fascist Christianity is altogether superior and a
truly positive and reformed religion which is made safe and unable to poison or sicken the world
further -- especially politically. Secondly, whilst oriented to whites (or Aryans which most whites
gentile or not are simply not nor want to be) it is welcoming to Jews more than any other group. Why?
It would provide via the Eastern and Universalist approach a way to tame and soothe with warmth not
hate the tendency towards Zionism, Tribalism, and fundamentalist strict literal beliefs in things. And
despite a huge gulf in terms of how each other views the other’s group -- Jews are a white race (not
Indo-European no) and so are we yet we cannot work together nor merge under one umbrella. Thus we
provided a bridge for those Jews who are Aryan in soul but not psychotically self-hating. Besides, this
for now non-whites are unable to join but may support us and use our mythos to create their own. And
we would accept for example an alliance with the Nation of Islam for it is a non-Christian, all black
group and is also opposed to the System’s tyranny and know the truth about the First Zionist War.
Secondly, we seek to establish small independent rural communes in those states of the USA, provinces
of Canada and localities in the EU which have many hundreds or thousands of acres of wilderness to
isolate ourselves from and self-govern. Any Church formed based upon us would need to be ran by a
Priest or Priestess who passed our entrance exam and three-year programme of training. No group
should be bigger than 5 members; when it does then someone should be appointed as an honourary
Priest/Priestess and guide someone to take the excess into a group ran by said individual appointed
(required to train as well speedily or position removed and given to a more dedicated person).
The practical aspects of the Church manifests via it’s own Dark Sorcery of the numinous and New
Aeon the collective boots on the ground paramilitary guerilla groups who are Gnostic Aryan warriors
of no political agenda except that of NSDAP but yet not openly so or unable to evolve itself and NS.
These militias should have no more than 25 people and direct action cells if dedicated 1-3 people. And
they should be ran by a Pastor of the First Gnostic Church (FGC) who is suitably training to be a Priest
for ideally a year so far. These manifested groups are not part of the Church but could be ran by
someone who is but yet still operating independently and unofficially with a degree of responsibility to
create plausible deniability in terms of being connected or influenced and such. This and our own way

of deprogramming by fanatical unwavering belief in the reality created by us regardless of objective
truth is evolutionary and caustic to the System’s slavery and creates genuinely self-actualized and
beyond individuals who are the next stage of human evolution.
Thus, for these reasons we are an organization to be watched as a new uprising threat to the System
without being criminal nor terrorist nor extremist objectively. And one which would continue the
legacy of the O9A in the numinous not Sinister sense but evolved to meet our requirements and
standards or to tactically gain ground.
All that said, we are far beyond the childish devil worship antics and edgy offensive larping or
deviancy of 99.9% of the current (Outer) O9A online. And the Bible-thumping Protestantism of
vulgarly hateful and xenophobic Far-Right at least in it’s American sense.
Thus we reflect a certain Aristocratic, noble, beautiful and numinous flow which shows our true elan
and aret which the eternal dharma itself and unseen forces willed into the world as a glimmer of hope
in an age of despair and darkness.
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